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Checklist For Effective Tips for Cutting Down the Length of a Press
Release

Writing a concise press release can be challenging, but with the right strategy, you can

deliver your message effectively while keeping within the ideal length. Use this detailed

checklist to ensure your press release is focused, clear, and to the point.

1. Begin with a Strong Summary
● Craft a Short Summary: Start with a brief overview that sets the stage for your

announcement. It should be concise, informative, and captivating.
● Include Key Details: Answer the basics: who, what, where, when, and why. This will

help establish the context for the rest of your press release.

2. Write an Impactful First Paragraph
● Address the 5 W’s: In the first paragraph, outline the key points of your

announcement and provide crucial information. This forms the foundation of the
"inverted pyramid."

● Stay Concise: Keep the first paragraph to the point, ensuring it doesn't exceed a
few sentences.

3. Develop a Succinct Second Paragraph
● Include a Compelling Quote: Quotes can add credibility and humanize your press

release. Make sure it's relevant to the announcement.



● Back Up Claims: Provide additional supporting information, but be concise and avoid
unnecessary details.

4. Add Supporting Content Strategically
● Provide Additional Context: If needed, use the last paragraph to add more

information that supports the overall message. However, keep it focused and brief.
● Include a Call to Action: If applicable, guide readers on what to do next. This could

be visiting a website, attending an event, or contacting someone for more
information.

5. Conclude with a Boilerplate
● Brief Company Description: Conclude with a brief description of your company. Keep

it concise, typically a few sentences, and include contact information.
● Avoid Long Boilerplates: Resist the urge to use this section to add extensive details

about your company. A boilerplate should be informative but not lengthy.

6. Write with Your Audience in Mind
● Focus on the Media, Not the Brand: Remember that your press release is for

journalists and other storytellers. Write to meet their needs and avoid overt
self-promotion.

● Avoid Vanity: A press release isn't about making the company look good. The
primary goal is to communicate news, so stick to the facts and keep it clear.

7. Optimize for SEO, But Don't Overdo It
● Use SEO Wisely: While SEO can be beneficial, don't write press releases with SEO

as the main focus. Avoid keyword stuffing or unnatural language to meet SEO
requirements.

● Maintain a Natural Flow: Ensure the language is clear and readable. If you include
keywords, do so naturally without compromising readability.

8. Additional Tips for Conciseness



● Keep It Simple: Avoid jargon and complex technical terms. Write in plain language
that's accessible to a wide audience.

● Use Bullet Points: To break up text and make information easier to scan, consider
using bullet points.

● Edit Ruthlessly: After writing your press release, go back and remove any
unnecessary words, phrases, or redundancies. Be strict about keeping it concise.

● Incorporate Multimedia: Include relevant images, infographics, or videos to enhance
engagement, but don't let multimedia elements increase the length unnecessarily.

Following this checklist will help you create press releases that are concise, engaging, and

impactful, giving you a better chance of attracting the attention of journalists and the

public.


